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                    Book your extended stay at Lanson Place Waterfront Suites!
Tucked in the vibrant eastern corner of Hong Kong Island, Lanson Place Waterfront Suites extends a warm welcome for those searching for a new home. Discover unparalleled comforts, easy access and community living in our peaceful escape.


					

                        							
							Book Now
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                    						Or simply call us at +852 2178 2288

                    
				


                
Life’s a Breeze






Imagine waking up to the smell of freshly brewed coffee, savouring breakfast in the quiet lounge, and enjoying cocktails with neighbours when you return home. At Lanson Place Waterfront Suites, you can immerse yourself in unparalleled comforts in our peaceful escape. Indulge in one of the most coveted, by-the-sea serviced apartments in Hong Kong Island East.
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[image: Your Personal Residence]Your Personal Residence
Find a private retreat by the Hong Kong Island’s Eastern Waterfront at Lanson Place Waterfront Suites.
[image: Comfort of Home]Comfort of Home
Feel right at home in our fully-furnished apartments at Hong Kong’s vibrant Sai Wan Ho and Shau Kei Wan neighbourhood.
[image: Hidden Foodie Haven]Hidden Foodie Haven
Explore SoHo East, the best kept gastronomic secret for Hong Kong’s food lovers.





Our Spaces




Each of our apartments features a beautiful sea view and a balcony linking the outdoors seamlessly to the indoors. Our high ceilings (at 2.9 metres) and bespoke wood-rich fittings create a basic tonal palette and an original yet lofty look and feel. Enjoy elevated home-comforts in your new home-away-from-home on Hong Kong Island at Lanson Place Waterfront Suites.
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  345–408ft² (32–38m²)

  Studio


  Sea view
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  526–573ft² (49–53m²)

  1-Bedroom


  Sea view
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  665–713ft² (61–66m²)

  2-Bedroom


  Sea view
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  623–706ft² (58–66m²)

  1-Bedroom Duplex


  Sea view
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  852–916ft² (79–85m²)

  2-Bedroom Duplex


  Sea view
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  949ft² (88m²)

  2.5-Bedroom Duplex


  Sea view
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  971ft² (90m²)

  2-Bedroom Penthouse


  Sea view
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  1363ft² (127m²)

  3-Bedroom Penthouse


  Sea view

  	Send inquiry










Your Extended Lifestyle




Discover a world within Lanson Place Waterfront Suites. Relax or mingle at our range of functional and leisure facilities, each serving as an intimate extension of your personal space. Our devoted team is dedicated to perfecting every detail for that effortless and genuine comfort that reminds you fondly of home.




View all services & facilities
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Located in Historical Hong Kong




Lanson Place Waterfront Suites is conveniently located in the vibrant Sai Wan Ho neighbourhood. Traverse the typhoon shelters, shopping mecca, heritage sites, and peaceful havens that make up the unique Hong Kong Island East.
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Discover Downtown Shau Kei Wan




Just a stone’s throw away from the bustling multinational business area and exciting nightlife of Quarry Bay,  Lanson Place Waterfront Suites’ Hong Kong serviced apartments are the perfect base to explore Sai Wan Ho’s serene esplanades, accessible shopping, and colourful mix of local and cosmopolitan community. Shop at the gigantic Cityplaza, feast on gastronomic delights at SoHo East, and indulge your inner historical buff at the Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defence. 




Discover the neighbourhood








Getting to Waterfront Suites




Lanson Place Waterfront Suites, Hong Kong
1 Oi Tak Street
Shau Kei Wan, Hong Kong




View more details
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Hear from Our Guests
Explore what keeps our guests coming back to our hotels and serviced apartments over the years.
5/5


We’ve booked a 2-bedroom suite and got upgraded to the penthouse on top floor for a week due to occupancy issues. We loved the penthouse despite the fact that there are staircases as the rooftop’s view is simply stunning. The 2-bedroom suite also provides a nice view of the harbour and it’s well equipped with everything we need. All the staffs are very friendly and helpful. We also enjoyed the breakfast (especially the freshly made fruit juices) and cocktail sessions at the evening. It is overall a superb experience which we would recommend for anyone who wants a getaway.






rosital923, Mar 2024• Review from TripAdvisor








5/5


Lanson Place is fantastic, I stayed in a 1 bed apartment for 1 month. The staff are very friendly, the apartment in fantastic condition with all amenities, and the facilities are great – gym, pool, rooftop yoga, not to mention happy hour with complimentary drinks and complimentary breakfast. Location is fantastic, 5 minute walk to Sai Wan Ho MTR but there is also a free shuttle bus service to central. I would stay here again and highly recommend!






Stay53770259748, Mar 2024• Review from TripAdvisor








5/5


Our flat looked very modern and was clean. Staff was incredibly friendly, professional and felt very safe.




On top of that, the happy hour in the lounge, the 24/7 gym, and the beautiful seaside view was definitely a nice touch.




Recommend here for anyone looking for a place to book.






Vacation42787723645,  Feb 2024• Review from TripAdvisor








5/5


We had a comfortable stay at this place. It really makes you feel at home, security wise and staff are really friendly and willing to help. I highly recommend this service apartment for those who are looking for but not sure if it is the right place to stay in Hong Kong very highly, on top of this, Lanson Place Waterfront Suites is a member of Lanson Place Personal Hotels @ (133 Leighton Rd, Causeway, Kong Kong) I had been stay with them for many occasions in the passed. I end this with to say you won’t be disappointed.






Paul Tsang, Jan 2024• Review from TripAdvisor








5/5


As a local, staying in a serviced apartment in my own city is certainly a new experience to me. My place was undergoing renovation in the previous month. My decision to stay at Lanson Place Waterfront Suites made my previous month an unforgettable experience. The staffs in the serviced apartment are very nice, friendly and helpful. I and my mother was always welcomed whenever we came back. Throughout the stay, we were well taken care of. Although I didn’t have a lot of chances to enjoy the facilities there, as I leave for work very early every day, I know that there are nothing short to make your stay as enjoyable as it can be. Rooms are clean with plenty of amenities. I am happy to have Lanson Place WS my home in the last month. Thank you very much for having taken care of us.






Vincent CW, Dec 2023• Review from TripAdvisor
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                    Location
			1 Oi Tak Street, Shau Kei Wan, Hong Kong

T: +852 2178 2288

F: +852 2178 2882

E: enquiry.wfhk@lansonplace.com
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